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EVALUATION OF NEUTRON CROSS SECTIONS
TO 40 FleVFOR 54F56Fe*

E. D. Arthur and P. G. Y~ung

Theoretical Division
Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory

University of California
Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545

ABSTMCT

Cross sections for neutron-induced reactions on
54~56Fe were calculated employing several nuclear mode-
ls --optical, Hauser-Feshbach, preequilibrium, and DWBA--
in the energy range between 3 and 40 FleV. As a prelude
to the calculations, the necessary input parameters were
determined or verified through analysis of a large body
of experimental data both for neutron- and proton-induced
reactions in this ❑ass and energy region. This technique
also led to cross sections in which the simultaneous in-
fluence of available data types added to their consistency
and reliability. Calculated cross sections as well as
neutron
into an

As part

and gamma-ray emission spectra were incorporated
ENDF evaluation suitable for use to 40 MeV.

INTRODUCTION

of arleffort to satisfy nuclear data needs for the Fu-
sion Materials Irradiation Test Facilit

i
, we performed comprehen-

sive nlJclear-modelcalculations on 54)5 Fe between 3 and 40 MeV.
The results were combined and joined to the existing ENDF/B-V iron
evaluation at 3 MeV to produce a new evaluation applicable to 40
MeV that was essentially free of energy balnnce problems.

Since little experimental data exist for neutron reactions at
higher ener.giea(total cross sections are an exception), we relied
upon nuclear models--Hauser-Feahbach [1], preequilibrium, optical,
and direct reaction--that deacrihe the main mechanisms governing
neutron reaclions in this mass and energy region. As a first step
towards proper uae of these model~, wc determined lnpu: parameter~

—... -——
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valid for this calcul~tion. With these parameters we then employed
the models in a simultaneous analysis of a large body of available
neutron reaction data for iron--cross sections and emission spectra
for neutrons, charged particles, and gamma rays. This effort was
further aided by the calculation of p + 5~,56Fe reaction data at

higher energies using these same parameters. In this approach, the
many types of available data produce constraints on the calculated
results, providing in the end a set of consistent calculated cross
sections as well as input parameters tested under varied and strin-
gent conditions. This approach can allow discrepant or inconsist-
ent data acts to be ascertained since it uses, simultaneously, in-
formation from several reaction types available at a given incident
energy Thus, unphysical calculations or parameters resulting from
the isolated analysis of a given cross section, data type, or ex-
perimental result ckn be largely avoided.

PARAMETERS

We determined values for optical model parameters and gamma-
rPy strength functions, whiie for level density or preequilibrfum
parameters we relied on published results that were generally de-
termined through systematic analysis of a substantial amount of ex-
perimental data. We did verify (or modify as needed) these parame-
ters whera pertinent data were available, but we did not attempt
large-scale or systematic adjustments because of the complexities
involved,

We devoted an appreciable effort CO determination or verifac~-
tion of optical-model and gamma-ray strength function poramcters
since values were sometimes lacking or were not appropriate to the
range of interest in our calt’ulations. Neutron optical parameters
received the greatest effort since such parameters must produce re-
alistic formation cross sections for a wide range of energies whilr
providing n ~easonnble behavior of low-energy transmission coeffi-
cients needed in the calculation of reactions such as (n,2n), We
i?termined optical parameters through simultaneous fits to the fol-
lowing neutron 4ata: (1) total cross sections between 2 and 40
MeV, (2) e- and p-wave strenRth function~ and VPIUCS for the poten-
tial scattering radius, (3) ela,~ticscattering angular distribu-
tions between 6 and 14 MeV, and (4) r~action cross sections be-
tween 5 and 30 MeV, I’horesulting parameters appear in Table 1,
while in Figs. 1 and 2 comparisons are made to the tot~l cross sec-
tion and elastic-scattering angular distributions. AlthouEl rcn-
nonable ngreerncntwaa obtajned to the quantities listed above, the
predjcted nonolaetic cross ~ectjon ovcre~timatee new results [2] at
40 MeV that were not available for inclueion in our fit. Thj~
u“ierpredlctionled OS to renormnlizc our calculated t{uuscr-Fc~hbncll
c!oa~ aection~ downward by about 10% in this energy region.



Proton and alpha-particle transmis~lon coefficients were cal-
culated from optj.calparameters based on published 6ets [3,4] ob-
tained from date,fits in this mass and energy range. We adjusted
them t. better fit low energy data [(p,n) and (~,n) cross sections]
and higher energy information (generally, reaction cross sections)
that were available. The ❑edification usually took the form of an
energy dependence added to the real andlor imaginary well depths.
The ❑edified proton and alpha particle parameters also appear in
Table I.

Gamma-ray reactions can be important competitors to particle
emission, particul~rly aroun~ thresholds. We chose to normalize
gamrna-ruytransmission coefficients (a6sumed to be of the Brink-
Axel [5] giant dipole reeonance form) thrCu h determination of

54,~bFe (n}y) data.gamma-ray strength functions by fits to This
❑ethod avoids problems occurring when this normalization i6 deter-
mined directly from the ratio of the aver~ge gamma widtt.,<ry~, and
spacing <D>, for s-wave resonances as ic often done for eac5 com-
pound nucleus in these types of calculations. Such cry> and <D’,
values are not always reliable, particularly whert’information for
ccjmpoundsystems away from the line of stability must be inferred
frw their systematic behavior. Gamma-ray 6t.ength functions
‘~houldbe more reliable since they vary slowly oetween rlearbynu-
clei. In fact, the 6trength function determined for 55Fe and
57Fe were essentially identical, differing only by about 5X.

Parameters for the Gilbert-Cameron [6] level density moiel
used in these calculations were taken from the values of Cook [7]
for the level density constant, a, and tl.epairing energy, A. At
lower excitation energie~ a constant temperature expression was
used, the parameters of which we adjusLed to agree with t$e cui,lula-
tivc number of discrete levels while joinin~ smoothly to the
Fermi-gas form used at higher energies.

Fol preequilibrium corrections, we allied the master
equations model of Kalbach [8] that employs a mntrix clement for
residual two-body interactions whose absolute aqunre depends upon
the excitation ●nergy available per exciton as well ns the moss of
the cumpou d ~ystem [9].

!
The normalization con~f.~ntva~ taken to

be 160 MeV , which is about 22% higher than the value recommended
by Kalbach.

Since the preequilibrium and Hauaer-F’e~hbuchmodels do not
adc uately describe the excitation of collective ~tatc~ in
54,~~~e through neutron inelastic OCfltter~nk,we ~Jerformedt)WHA
calculations for 24 such ntatea, We u~erlduformntion par~met’~rti,
BL, determined by Mani [10) from 40 MeV incln~tic proton ecatterlng
on 54!56Fc nlonf with tlieneutron opticnl puramutt~rqnppearing in
Table 1.



RESULTS AND COMPARISONS TO DATA

Calculations were performed using three nuclear-model codes--
(1) DWUCK [11] for DWBA calculations, (2) COMNUC [12] for low en-
ergy Hauser-Feshbach calculationswith width-fluctuation correc-
tions, and (3) GNASH [13] for higher energy Hauser-Feshbach calcu-
lations where preequilibrium corrections were necessary and complex
decay chains were followed. In the next few paragraphs, we will
compare a portion of the 26 reaction types calculated to experimen-
tal data, showing In many cases cross-section valuec up to 40 MeV.

With the use of evaluated data for shielding and other neu-
tronics purposes, a realistic representation of neutron-emission
cross sections, spectra, and ungu?ar distribution~ is of particular
importance. Several cross-section types provide the opportunity to
evaluate and verify the neutron (and other) parameters used in the
calculations as well as indicate features of the data that should
be a part of the evaluation if accurate representation are de-
sired. Figure 3 compares the calculated neutron emission spectrum
(after incorporation of an appropriate resolution function) to date
of Kammerdiener [14]. The lower end of the spectrum consists of
evaporation neutrons [mostly from (n,2n) processes] while the ❑id-
dle and upper portions cantain preequilibrium neutrons, At the up-
per part of the spectrum, contributions from discrete levels ex-
cited by direct-reaction inelastic ~cattering are evident both in
tiledata and calculations.

At higher incident energies such emitted neutrons generally
become more fo~ard-penked-- noc only those resulting from inelastic
scattering from discrete levels but also those appcarin~ in th(~
middle and upper continuum regions of the spectrum. Such energy-
an~le correlations muse therefore be incorporated into the evalu-
ated data. Figure 4 fompares chc DWBA calculated angular distribu-
tion to data [15 16] for inela~tic acattcring from the f!rzt ex-

Acited stflteof 5 Fe b) 14.1 McV ne{ltrons. The ngrecmclltindi-
cates the applicability of both the neutron-optical parameters und
the 62 value u~ed a~ obtained from protun s~titteringre~uJt~,

To represent angular distributions of continuum neutrons, we
utiedthe phenomolog~cnl expressions recently Jeterm{ncd by Kalbnch
and Mann [17] from fits to particle-induced reaction Lnta. Thc~~
exprecsiona rely on information concernin~ the crus~-section fr~c-
tion resulting from rnultietepdirect and multistep compound pro-
cesses. We approxim~tcd these through use of total precquilibriilm
and evaporation frfiction~,respectively. The double-different;ul
cross sectione thereby obtained al 14 MQV aRre~ rllasonnblyw(J1I
with the }{erm~durfanUulnr dl#trlbution data [18] mrnrnurcdfor
natural lrono

Nt’utroninela~tic Hcattcring nnd omi~sion rcsultH on iron nrr
complemented by (n,2n) data mcnraurrdusing lnrgc liquid scintilln-



tor tanks. The comparison to such data [19,20] as shown in Fig. 5
provides the opportunity to evaluate several facets of the calcula-
tions. To fit the sharp rise near threshold of the (n,2n) cross
section accurately, considerable constraint is placed upon the low-
energy neutron transmission coefficienb6 as well as the parameters
needed to describe comp?ting gamma-ray and charged-particle
emission.

Charged-particle production cross sections and spectra result-
ing from neutron reactions on iron are required for radiation dam-
age calculations and for use in dosimetry applications. An example
of the latter data type is the 54Fe (nlp) cross section to which
we compare our calculations in Fig. 6. For this nucleus,proton
emission accounts for a significant portion of the total reaction
cross section (particularly from this reaction), and the agreement
Indjcates the suitability of the proton optical parameters in a
case where competition from neutron emission is small.

New opportunities to evaluate calculated (n,np) and (n,pn)
cross sections occur from comparison to recently ❑easured proton-
production s ectra induced by 15-MeV neutrons [21] as show~ in

EFig. 7 for 5 Fe. The agreement at the low energy end of the
spectrum indicates a correct calculation of the (n,np) contribution
while the agreement for higher secondary energies indicates a pron-
er preequilibrium fraction, particularly with regard to the rela-
tive number of protons ana neutrons emitted.

?lcasurementsof alpha-production cross sections on iron have
been relatively few, consisting mainly of several values of the
54Fe (n)u) cross section at 14 llc\l.Recently measurfment~ by
Paulsen [22] of the 54Fe (n,u) reaction below 10 MeV ~nd b’ Grimes

{4,56Feet al. [21J of 15-MeV neutron--ilducedalpha production nii
havu improved this situation considerably. Our cnlculalions of tl~c
54Fc (n,(x)cross section from threshold to 40 MeV are compared to
experimental results in Fig. 8. Since total char~ed-particle pro-
duction cross sections are needed for radiatiulldamage calcula-
tions, we illustrate in Fig. 9 the total prodllctionof protons and
alphae on 54,56Fe up to 40 MeV. The arrows indicate thrcshold~
for (n,xnp) and (nlxnm) ruactions. Comparisons are made to (n,p)
or (n,(~)data occurring below the first arrow and to the 15-FteVto-
tal production cross sectlon~ now available.

Gamma-ray production data also play an important rule in ap-
plications such as ahlclding c~ilculationrn.To accurately calculate
~uch d~tn, & detailed Riimm-i-raycascade model was included and all
residual nuclei p~)llulntedby major reactions were allowed to gamma
decay. Quite a lar~e amount of data exist up to 2(IMeV, both mpec-
tral and production (-rossRections for discrete lines, th~t allow
the cnlculationn to be further verified. Fjgures 10 and 11 compare
calculations to two ~~lchd{~tatypea--(1) gamm~-ray production sp~r-
tra induced by 14-MeV neutron~ as men~ured by Dr~k(~[23] and (2)



the excitation function for production of the 1.238 MeV gamma-ray
In 56Fe.

As a supplement to neutron-induced reaction data on iron, we
used proton data to provide further checks on parameter acts in en-
eryy regions where neutron data are lacking. Figure 12 shows the
measured 56Fe (p)n) and (p,2n) cross sections [24,25] to which we
compare our calculated results. Through such comparisons, the
behavior of proton and neutron transmission coefficients, level
density parameters, and preequilibrium corrections can be tested at
higher incident energies.

Cross sections for major reactions and production spectra for
neutron and gamma-ray emission obtained from these calculations
were Il,corporatedinto an ENDF-like evaluation extending to 40
MeV. Dosimetry files were provided for 54}>6Fe while a complete
evaluation was provided for natural iron. Below 20 MeV, standard
formats and representations were used, ❑aking this portion
compatible with existing processing and other applications codes.
Above 20 MeV, new formats had to be devised to accommodate
energy-angle correlations as well as to simplify presentation of
data for energies where many reaction channels were open.
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TABLE I

Optical Parameters

r(fm) a(fm)

Neutrons

V(MeV) = 49.747 - 0.4295E - 0.0003E2 1.287 0.56

Wvol(MeV) = -0.207 + O.253E 1.345 0.47

VSO(MeV) = 6.2 1.12 0.47

WSD(MeV) _ 6.053 + 0.074E 1.3448 0.47

Above 6 MeV

WSD(MeV) = 6.+97 - 0.325(E-6)

Protons

V(MeV) ~ 58.384 - 0.55E 1.25 0.65

WSD(MeV) = 13.5 - 0.15E 1.25 0.47

VSO(!leV)= 7,5 1.25 0.47

rc(fm) = 1.25

W!E!E
V(MeV) = 193 - 0,15E 1.37 0.56

Nvol(MeV) = 21 + 0.25E 1.37 0.56

rc(fm) = 1.4

L I..———.
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cross section on natural iron.
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